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OUTPACE
THE COMPETITION
By Universal
Imaging
Simplest
system
on the market:
((Fully wireless with SmartSwitch autosense
((Advanced software with Scatter Reduction
Technology
((Equine-specific defined protocols and quick
processing with images in a few seconds
((Refine+ provides an ultra-clear, realistic
representation of structures
((Waterproof detectors with on-board storage
available

Configured with FujiFilm digital detectors for
superb images and the reliability of industry
leading, name brand equipment.
With a focus on portability and productivity, Stalo has
streamlined the approach to equine radiography with its
lightweight control station, equine specific exam autosequence software, fully wireless detectors and automatic
syncing to PACS and Cloud. Your radiography workflow
will be more efficient than ever.

A SEAMLESS USER EXPERIENCE
Stalo’s three step, optimized
workflow allows for fast and
efficient acquisition.

Schedule a demo:
800.842.0607 | www.universalimaginginc.com

With Stalo, you buy it, you own it. Unlike many
of our competitors, we have zero mandatory
ongoing fees and maintenance costs.
(( Extremely reliable: Over 99% uptime rating.
(( Legendary service and reliability
(( Minimal downtime: 24/7 tech support with
loaner panels available if repair is needed.
(( You own the software: with many competing
systems you are actually renting the software
with fees for upgrading and selling.
(( Full on-site training and installation

CONTROL STATION OPTIONS
MICROLITE

ROLLING STAND

Touch screen laptop
Under 16lbs.
Storage for C24ES detector

Touch screen interface
Sturdy steel stand
Storage for detector

DIGITAL DETECTOR OPTIONS
ONLY THE BEST:

Stalo is configured with detectors from

Completely re-engineered for higher performance in every way, the
FujiFilm D-EVO II is a rugged and lightweight detector that is designed
to stand up to the harsh equine environment.
With a rigid and lightweight magnesium alloy chassis, an IPX-6 water
resistance rating, and FujiFilm’s exclusive antibacterial nano-coating,
the D-EVO II has enhanced durability to accompany its superior
image quality.
Patented Irradiation Side Sampling Technology for sharper images.
SmartSwitch Technology enables automatic X-ray detection.
On-board Storage and IPX6 Water Resistant.

FUJIFILM D-EVO II C24ES
10” X 12” WIRELESS DETECTOR

FUJIFILM D-EVO II G35ES
14” X 17” WIRELESS DETECTOR

800.842.0607 | www.universalimaginginc.com
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